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The most effective means of judging potential fire 

behavior is considered to be the coupling of   

(1) mathematical modelling with  

(2) experienced judgement (e.g., “expert opinion”), 

and  (3) published case study knowledge (e.g.,  

wildfires and operational prescribed fires) 

1 2 3 



The “Case” for Case Studies 



General Value of Case Studies 

“Time and time  

again case histories 

have proven their 

value as training 

aids and as sources 

of research data.”   

 

Chandler (1976)  
Craig C. Chandler  

USFS Fire Research Director 



Most empirical-based fire behavior 

prediction systems are dependent to 

some extent on wildfire observations  

Canada Australia U.S.A. 



Information gleaned from wildfires 

also valuable in testing & evaluating 

fire behavior models and systems  

1972 Battle Fire, Prescott NF, AZ 



First Wildland Fire Case Study? 

 

Gisborne, H.T. 1927. Meteorological 

Factors in the Quartz Creek Forest 

Fire. Monthly Weather Review 55: 56-

60. 

 

1926 Quartz Creek Fire,  

Kaniksu National Forest,  

northern Idaho – adjacent  

to the Priest River  

Experimental Forest  



Fire Documentation Team –  

Southern Forest Fire Laboratory (SFFL), 

Macon, GA  

inside  

laboratory 

trailer 

SFFL Mobile Fire Laboratory 



Approaches to Case Studies 
 

• Designated fire research  

  documentation teams 

• Fire behavior analyst  

  role on fire incidents 

• After-the-fact accident  

  investigations or “near  

  misses” (e.g., fatalities,  

  fire shelter deployments) 

• Fire behavior postmortems 

• Retrospective analyses  



Examples of Fire Behavior Officer/Fire 

Behavior Analyst Related Reports 



Examples of Fatality and Close-call 

Reports 



Examples of Post-fire Investigation 

Reports 



George Byram made extensive use of 

the case study method in his 

research on blow-up fires  



Examples of Historical Re-analyses 



Pragmatic Value of Case-Studies 

•To learn from them 

• Not to be surprised “again” 

• To practice, hone skills 



Safety Value of Case Studies 

  

• Fire    

  refreshers 

 

• Sand-box    

  exercises 

 

• Tailgate  

  safety  

  meetings  



Key Questions 

• Can we apply this knowledge? 

• Have we learned all that we can  

  from this case study? 

• Could the same situation occur  

  today? 

• What are we going to do differently 

  after studying this case study?  

1966 Loop Fire 1949 Mann Gulch Fire 1937 Blackwater Fire 



Staff Rides and Case-Studies  



Volume 63, Nos. 3 and 4 of Fire 

Management Today contains 37 

previously published wildfire case 

studies and analyses that appeared in 

Fire Management Today and its 

predecessors between 1937 and 2001  



Some Other Examples of  

Case Studies – USDA Forest Service  



Some Other Examples of Case Studies 

– National Fire Protection Association  



 Some Other Examples of Case Studies – 

Canadian Forest Service  



Some Examples of Case Studies – 

Australasia  



Extending the  

Usefulness of Case Studies 

From a local fire behavior  

standpoint, case studies  

done in one country can 

be applied to another,  

if fuel type characteristics  

are relevant, by interpreting burning  

conditions through the other 

country’s fire danger rating system. 



Mack Lake Fire, Michigan 

May 5, 1980 

FFMC 94.6 

DMC 35 

DC 59 

ISI 43.2 

BUI 35 

FWI 50 

Dry-bulb Temperature 26.9 °C 

Relative Humidity  24% 

10-m Open Wind 33 km/h 

Days Since Rain 6 



Mack Lake Fire, Michigan May 5, 1980 

The following comparisons are based on the major run of the 

Mack Lake Fire that occurred between 1230 and 1600 hours 

EDT on May 5, 1980 using FBP System Fuel Type C-4, a 0% 

Slope and 100% Foliar Moisture Content: 

     Fire Behavior Characteristic  Predicted Observed 

Head Fire Rate of Spread (m/min)      57           56 

Head Fire Intensity (kW/m)      33 660    30 440 

Forward Spread Distance (km)     11.5           12.1 

Area Burnt (ha)         2534         2743 

Fire Perimeter (km)      24.8          20.0 

Predicted Type of Fire at the "Head" : 

Continuous Crown Fire (100% Crown Fuel Involvement) 





Field Observations and Records  



Stages of Wildfire Observation and 

Documentation 

• Detection 

• Initial attack 

• Later  

  stages of 

suppression 

• After 

containment 



What are the most the important 

things to observe and record during 

major fire activity? 

  

• Position of head fire at selected times 

• Wind speeds to match the fire spread 

  intervals 

• Representative photos (time, location  

  & direction of view relative to fire) 

  

As it turns out these are the most 

difficult to obtain!  



Technological 

advances in 

photography, remote 

sensing and weather 

monitoring over the 

years has greatly 

facilitated matters.  

However, good 

representative or site-

specific wind readings, 

for example, are still 

difficult to obtain.  Today: RAWS 

State-of-the-art: 

1958 



Report Preparation and Documentation 

After compiling all 

the information 

required to produce 

a case study report, 

one must then write 

it up.   

The challenge is to distill the  

mass of information into a coherent 

summary. 



Suggested Outline for Preparing a 

Case Study Report 
 

•Introduction 

•Chronology & Development 

•Details of Fire Environment 

•Analysis of Fire Behavior 

•Conclusion 
 

Other sections on fire effects or impacts on 

people (firefighters and the public), homes 

and ecosystems as well as more in-depth 

analyses of suppression strategy and 

tactics, including human factors.  



There is a great deal of variance in 

size of case study reports.  

~300 pages 5 pages 



Example of a 1-(or 2-) pager:  

Cranbrook #6-1985 Fire, B.C.  





http://fbkb.ca/ 



Recent  

examples 



“We are just too 

busy to do case 

studies.” 



 Craig C. Chandler  

 USFS Fire Research Director 

Two decades ago, when the U.S. 

Weather Bureau was considerably 

poorer than today’s National 

Weather Service, fire weather 

forecasters used to spend part of 

their winters analyzing and 

documented their past seasons 

fires with the aim of providing 

better localized service. I haven’t 

seen any such analyses lately … I 

suppose because of “higher 

priorities” elsewhere. I suggest we 

reexamine our priorities. 



Is a permanent, dedicated group a 

possibility? 

                                    Alexander (2002)                



Case Study as a TFM Final Project Paper? 



Learning &  

Fire Behavior 

Expertise 

Best scenario is a combination of: (1) additional 

field experience, (2) increased modelling 

proficiency and (3) case study knowledge. 

Our fire management culture has become 

dominated by a learning pattern of trial and 

error.  If the systematic study of the past 

through the use of case studies could become a 

routine procedure – we could be become a true 

learning culture. 



Take-home Messages 
 

•  Seek to learn more about the case study 

method. 

• Consider how  you might best considering 

doing a case study in your position. 

•  Encourage your colleagues and co-workers to 

consider doing a case study. 

•  Make it a personal goal to try and complete a 

case study every year. 

•  Recognize that regardless of what field of 

wildland fire you are in, that the understanding 

of wildland fire behavior is key to safe and 

effectiveness control or use of planned or 

accidental fires. 
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